
January 1, 2023

Dear Bud Families,

Happiest of New Years to all of you! This year
has blown by and we are so excited to start 2023
with all of you and your wonderful children!
December came to a close with our curriculum
crammed full with novel new ways to think
about and use boxes! We made trains, robots,
and kitty beds. We used boxes to stack, count,
and play. We even learned about how different
occupations used boxes, and how we use boxes
in our very classroom! With all the inventing us
teachers brought, however, the children dazzled
us every day with their inventive and brilliant
ideas for uses for boxes. They wanted monster
truck boxes and unicorn boxes and rocket ship
boxes! There is no lack of imagination in this
classroom, and these kids can take the simplest
of things– a box– and turn it into a world of
creativity.

We also used boxes to build off of our growing
counting and science skills. We compared box
sizes with how many toys each could fit and
learning about big bigger BIGGEST. And we
learned that boxes can be used to house and
share our gratitudes from November by giving a
thoughtful gift to those we love.

As the year comes to a close and we begin on
January, we are excited to learn about our next
topic– exploration and arctic animals! It is a
wonderful time for the children to take an active
exploratory view of the world during the cold
that January brings us. We believe the children

are the greatest activist for their own education,
and learning comes through the encouragement
of exploration.

With all this, January will be focused on a few
select goals:

● Independence based learning
● Self identification and expression
● Understanding identity in a community

This classroom is at the age where self
identification is being tested and explored. As
they learn about the world around them, taking
stock of their own role in that and in the
community of a classroom becomes essential
and beneficial. They’ve gone from identifying
themselves as distinctive and are taking steps
into understanding what that means– their
favorite things, their schedule, and their
learning. The saying “new year, new me” holds
especially true for this age as they enter new
stages of self expression and exploration!

A few quick reminders for you:
-Please make sure that ALL of your
child’s items are marked so that we can
make sure they’re going home to the
right place.
-Please make sure to take home items to
clean on Friday and bring them back on
Monday so your child has everything
they need. Thank you!

We’re so grateful to celebrate the New Year with you and
your children! All the love,

Miss Madeline and Miss Sandy


